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• Information retrieval (IR) is focused on obtaining relevant information from a collection
of diverse data resources (mainly textual ones).

• Traditionally, lexical methods like TF-IDF+Cosine or BM25 were often applied in the
retrieval systems. They are robust, interpretable, and unsupervised.

• Recently, neural information retrieval (NIR) has surpassed those above lexical methods by
fine-tuning the pre-trained language models like Bert or T5. They beat the classical
methods according to the quality efficiency, but there are also some drawbacks e.g.
need for a high quality, relevant training dataset.

• Existing neural information retrieval (NIR) models have often been analysed in single
domain narrowed area, where training sets are scarce in languages other than English.

• Poleval 2022 third task is dedicated to Passage retrieval in polish language area, a
specialized type of IR application that retrieves relevant polish passages (usually
paragraphs) for sentence like queries.

Introduction



Data, that I used
• Poleval dev – 599 wiki queries

• Poleval train - 4401 wiki quries, with assigned positive passages

• MS MARCO - MS MARCO (MicroSoft MAchine Reading COmprehension) is a large-scale dataset focused on
machine reading comprehension. There are also available translations of this English corpora called
MMARCO (a multilingual version of the MS MARCO passage ranking dataset comprising 13 languages that
was created using machine translation). MS MARCO was translated into polish by us.



Classical IR approaches

• BM25 is a bag-of-words retrieval function that ranks a set of documents based on the query
terms appearing in each document, regardless of their proximity within the document.

• Okapi BM25 is a retrieval model based on the probabilistic retrieval framework

• BM25 often achieves better performance compared to TF-IDF

• Simple TF-IDF rewards term frequency and penalizes document frequency. BM25 goes
beyond this to account for document length and term frequency saturation.



Deep learning IR approaches
Bi-encoders produce an embedding vectors for a given pair of two sentences. We pass to a BERT independently the 
sentences A and B, which result in the sentence embeddings u and v. These sentence embedding can then be compared 
using cosine similarity.

A Cross-Encoder does not produce a sentence embedding. We pass both sentences simultaneously to the Transformer 
network. It produces than an output value between 0 and 1 indicating the similarity of the input sentence pair.

https://www.sbert.net/examples/applications/cross-encoder/README.html



Bi-encoder
• Bi-Encoders is a two-branch type model architecture.

• The queries and passages are passed independently to the 
transformer network to produce fixed sized embeddings.

• We store passage embeddings in FAISS indexes (FAISS is a library 
for the efficient similarity search and clustering of dense vectors).

• Training phase consumes triplets in the format: (query, 
positive_passage, negative_passage).

• Negative passage are hard negative examples, that where 
retrieved by lexical search. We use Elasticsearch to get 
(hard_negatives_max = 10) hard negative examples given a 
positive passage.

• Bert type model used RoBERTa base and large
(https://github.com/sdadas/polish-Roberta)

• For training, we use such settings:
• Contrastive Learning, namely MultipleNegativesRankingLoss
• Batch size = 32 (limited by the GPU V100 RAM capacity)

https://weaviate.io/blog/2022/08/Using-Cross-Encoders-as-reranker-in-multistage-vector-search.html

https://github.com/sdadas/polish-Roberta


T5 as a cross-encoder

• In typical cross-encoders we have language model as
BERT/RoBERTa/miniLM where we pass both sentences
simultaneously to the network. It produces than an output
value between 0 and 1 indicating the similarity of the input
sentence pair.

• T5 model can be used in a cross-encoder typical way, where
the target text is a label, and we get also its probability scores.

• In 1.01 version (June 22) https://github.com/beir-
cellar/beir/releases/tag/v1.0.1

“Added support for the T5 reranking model: monoT5 reranker.
We added the support of the monoT5 reranking model within
BEIR. These are stronger (but complex) rerankers that can be
used to attain the best reranking performances currently on the
BEIR benchmark.”

https://github.com/beir-cellar/beir/releases/tag/v1.0.1


Re-rankers evaluation



My inspiration for the final solution

Almeida, Thales Sales, et al. "NeuralSearchX: Serving a Multi-billion-parameter Reranker for Multilingual Metasearch at a Low
Cost." arXiv preprint arXiv:2210.14837 (2022).



The submitted solution
• The goal of the task was to create a system for cross-domain passage retrieval so I developed one 

generic solution (including three partial models) for all mentioned domains

• Our solution to this task is a multi-stage neural information retrieval system. 

• The first stage consists of a candidate passage retrieval step in which passages are retrieved using
federated search over sparse (BM25) and dense indexes (two FAISS indexes built using bi-encoder
type retrievers based on polish RoBERTa models). 

• We trained two types of dense retrievers: 
• using RoBERTa-base-v2 as a transformer model, and fine-tuning one epoch on 500 000 triplets (135 000 

Poleval ones and 370 000 Polish MS Marco ones randomly selected); 

• using RoBERTa-large-v2 as a transformer model, and training 10 epochs on a few million triplets (several
million Polish MS Marco ones randomly selected), then fine-tuned for one epoch on all 135 000 PolEval
triplets.

• After the candidate passage retrieval, the next step is to merge all the candidates in a single list, 
and then re-ranking them with mt5-13b-mmarco model. The model scores each passage by its
relevance to a given query. 



Retrievers’ settings evaluation of final solution



• Our solution was a multi-stage neural information retrieval system:
• a candidate passage retrieval step is a federated search over sparse and dense indices

• re-ranking step of the previously-selected passages with mt5-13b-mmarco.

• Hybrid retrievers outperform baseline single retriever (BM25)

• Reranker model as mT5-13b trained on mmarco outperforms significantly other
type of rerankers

• High computational costs and high time consumption of mt5-xxl model application
- even in the inference phase, so I have to:
• use at least two V100 gpus to perform inference with mt5-xxl

• use maximum several hundred candidate passages for re-ranking

• There is a huge need for further research in the both directions – retrieval and
rerank on polish custom datasets

Conclusions



Future plans

https://huggingface.co/spaces/sdadas/pirb
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